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Lexicalization patterns in colour naming:  a cross-linguistic perspective 

The workshop aims to provide a forum about “lexicalization patterns” in colour naming, mostly in 

Indo-European (IE) languages but also in non-IE languages. The term lexicalization pattern comprises 

word-formation patterns as well as other grammatical (e.g. syntactic) patterns used in colour naming. 

The workshop will provide new evidence regarding lexicalization patterns of colour terms from a 

cross-linguistic perspective. It will also point to some regular lexicalization patterns shared by 
different languages within the IE language family. 

The workshop is based on results of the EOSS project (Evolution of Semantic Systems, 2011-2014, 

Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen) on how meanings vary over space and change 

over time. Data from 50 IE languages were collected and some preliminary results were provided in 

Majid, Jordan & Dunn (2015). One of the project tasks was a colour elicitation task that consisted of 

84 Munsell colour chips arranged in a single fixed random order (materials developed by Majid & 

Levinson 2007). Colour chips differed with respect to brightness, hue and saturation. Twenty 

participants were asked to name the chips that were presented to them individually and randomly. 

Approximately 1,680 full responses were collected in total for each IE language. These results point to 

some regularities and specificities of lexicalization patterns in colour naming in IE languages. For 

example, data from some Slavic languages (such as Croatian, Czech and Polish) show that 

compounding is more pervasive than derivation. Compounding allows for a more fine-grained naming 
of the colour spectrum and allows for greater creativity in colour naming than derivation does.  

Preliminary research results led us to formulate the following topics and questions. 

1) Colours have been investigated from many perspectives, and there is a constant debate between 

proponents of a relativist view and those of a universalist view. The relativist view considers 

languages as influential in the partition of the colour space, while the universalist view regards 

colour space as organized around universal focal colours (Rieger, Kay & Ketharpal 2007). The 

approach of the workshop is a relativist one, since its main goal is to investigate how language 

structures can provide answers regarding the differentiation and partition of the colour space.  The 

focus is on investigating productive word-formation patterns in colour naming. According to our 

preliminary research, derivation and compounding are not equally productive in colour naming. 

Therefore, one of the important questions that will have to be answered is what types of meanings 

are conveyed via derivation in different languages, and what types of meanings are conveyed via 

compounding (some examples are given below). If compounding is more pervasive in colour 

naming, what patterns can be identified in different languages? 

2) Different languages use different affixes to convey different types of meanings related to 

colours: these are mostly suffixes but occasionally also prefixes, such as Latin sub- in subalbus 

‘whitish’. As the data show, suffixes convey two main types of meanings in colour naming. In 

Croatian, for example, the suffix -ast means ‘N-like’, such as in naranč-ast ‘orange-like’, whereas 

the suffix -kast has an approximative meaning, such as in zelen-kast ‘greenish’. In Croatian, the 

suffix -ast regularly realizes the metonymic shift OBJECT COLOUR FOR COLOUR. The same 

pattern of semantic differentiation between two types of suffixes can be identified in Polish as 

well. Polish has the suffix -owa/-owy to realize the metonymic shift OBJECT COLOUR FOR 

COLOUR. The Polish suffix is more productive than the Croatian one. It can be added to nouns 

referring to more types of entities (łososiowy ‘salmon-like’) than in Croatian where it is restricted 

to fruits or vegetables. In Polish, the suffix -awa/-awy, as in zielonkawy ‘greenish’, has an 

approximative meaning. Czech has a suffix -ov that corresponds to the Croatian -ast, realizing the 

aforementioned metonymic shift. However, Czech has no corresponding suffix for the 

approximative meaning and therefore has to resort to other grammatical devices like prepositional 

phrases (e.g. do modra ‘bluish’). We aim to provide insights into what types of suffixes are used 

and what meanings they convey in colour naming. Are these suffixes polysemous? Do languages 



have a tendency to be categorized as more of an “approximation”-type or more of a “metonymy”-
type? 

3) Results of previous research (Conklin 1973, Wierzbicka 2005, Malt & Majid, 2013) show that 

languages regularly and frequently use terms for familiar and well-known entities to name colours. 

The third important topic of the workshop therefore concerns the patterns used to lexically realize 

the metonymic shift OBJECT COLOUR FOR COLOUR in IE and non-IE languages. Preliminary 

research carried out within the EOSS project points to several lexicalization patterns. The first 

pattern is the [Nentity + suffix] pattern, as in the above-mentioned example of Croatian naranč-ast 

‘orange-like’. Nouns for familiar entities (very often fruits and vegetables) are frequently used as 

stems in the formation of colour terms. The second pattern is the [N +Ngen] pattern. For example, 

in Croatian the noun boja ‘colour’ is often the head of a phrase, such as in boja breskve ‘peach 

colour’ or boja višnje ‘cherry colour’. Thus the phrase suknja boje breskve (lit. ‘skirt colour 

cherry’) would be used to name a colour of a skirt. In such a construction, the dependent element 

is a noun in the genitive case, usually referring to a fruit or a vegetable. In French, metonymy is 

realized by a single word, as in (jupe) saumon ‘salmon (skirt)’, by the [N+N] construction as in 

(jupe) couleur saumon ‘lit. skirt colour salmon’, or by the [Adj+N] construction, e.g. (jupe) bleu 

ciel ‘sky-blue (skirt)’, in which the adjective is a colour term and is the head of the construction. 

Croatian and French data show that different languages have different ways of syntactically 

realizing the metonymic shift of OBJECT COLOUR FOR COLOUR. What are the differences in 

lexicalization patterns that languages use to express this metonymy? Do cultural differences play a 

role? What other types of constructions can be identified? Can regular lexicalization patterns be 
defined that realize the OBJECT COLOUR FOR COLOUR metonymy in IE languages?  

4) The final topic considers types of modifiers that are used in compounding. Modifiers differ with 

respect to part-of-speech and semantic content. They are mostly adverbs, such as Croatian tamno 

‘dark’ and svijetlo ‘light’, or can be adjectives that form compounds, such as Croatian zeleno-

plava and French vert bleu, both meaning ‘green-blue’. Adverbs that are used as modifiers mostly 

refer to hue, and sometimes to brightness as well, e.g. the Croatian adverbs zagasito ‘dull’ and 

jarko, žarko ‘bright’. Adjectives used as modifiers form compound colour terms that could be 

characterized as headless compounds, e.g. zeleno-plava ‘blue-green’. The components of this type 

of compound may switch position. According to the Croatian EOSS data, zeleno-plava and plavo-

zelena are used to name the same colour shade. In this context, it could be interesting to 

investigate whether headless compounds in colour naming can be identified in other languages as 
well.    

We invite the submission of papers dealing with the proposed topics. Papers may have both 

synchronic and diachronic orientation. We strongly encourage corpus-based research and linguistic 
analysis stemming from the usage-based approach. 
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The lexicalization of colour in verbal derivation: 

The case of Modern Greek and English 
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This lecture deals with the fundamental role of semantic constraints in word formation. The object of 
investigation are the colour verbs in Modern Greek (MG) and English (EN). The analysis is based on the 
studies by Berlin & Kay (1969), Kay & McDaniel (1978), and Kay & Maffi (1999) on Basic Colour Terms 
(BCTS). 
In (1) the main findings of Berlin & Kay (1969) are given. As can be seen, seven stages of BCT systems are 
defined, depending on the number of BCTs that a particular language has. Languages with eight to eleven 

BCTs are assigned to stage VII. 
 
(1)     I      II  IIIa/IIIb     IV       V       VI    VII  
        Purple  

 
white 

 [red] 
[green] [yellow] 

[blue]   [brown] 
 Pink 

  [Berlin & Kay 1969: 4] 
black [yellow] [green]  Orange 

        Grey  

 
Possible/established verbs in MG and EN address a primary categorial core (Stages I-V), cf. MG kokinízo 
'make/become red' (kókino 'red') and EN to redden 'make/become red'. Possible verbs/neologisms are 
adjacent to this primary core, cf. MG movízo 'make/become purple' (mov 'purple') and EN to pinken 
'make/become pink' (Stages VI-VII). In the case of MG, very fresh neologisms are far away from a 
cognitive core (i.e. beyond Stage VII), cf. ladhízo 'make/become olive-green' (ladhí 'olive-green'), whereas 

not possible/forced verbs are cognitively dissociated, cf. !trapezízo or !potirízo, whose bases trapézi 'table'  
and potíri 'glass', respectively, refer to objects without a characteristic colour, etc. 
In the lecture I will argue that the formalization of the MG and EN colour verbs is feasible. All we need is a 
causative/inchoative structure with special semantic conditions on the end-state ([+Loc]) argument, see (2) 
and (3), respectively. 
 
(2) MG colour verbs 

 

   [+dynamic ([volitional-i    ], [j    ])]; [+dynamic ([i    ], [+dynamic, +IEPS ([j    ], [+Loc                      ])]), <base>] 
                                       [+BCT][+PRIMARY] 

                                 [+BCT][–PRIMARY]       
                                     [–BCT][+CHAR] 
(3) EN colour verbs 
 
  [+dynamic ([volitional-i    ], [j    ])]; [+dynamic ([i    ], [+dynamic, +IEPS ([j    ], [+Loc[+BCT]        ])]), <base>] 

 
In (2) and (3) 'IEPS' [Inferable Eventual Position or State] refers to a sequence of places or states (progression). The indices i 
and j co-index the agent and patient arguments, respectively. The base argument is co-indexed with the [+Loc] argument. In 

the inchoative variant the underlined part of the structure drops (Lieber 2004). 

 
In the semantic skeleton for the MG colour verbs in (2), three disjoint conditions are defined, i.e. [+BCT] 
[+PRIMARY], [+BCT][–PRIMARY], and [–BCT][+CHAR]. [±PRIMARY] refers to the distinction between 
primary and non-primary BCTS in Kay & McDaniel (1978), i.e. colour terms up to the emergence of blue 
and colour terms after the emergence of blue, respectively (cf. (1)). [+CHAR] stands for 'characteristic 
colour' and refers to colour adjectives derived from the names of objects/substances having a characteristic 

colour, cf. asimí 'silver', etc. The options [+BCT][–PRIMARY] and [–BCT][+CHAR], will additionally drop the 
causative (=underlined) part of the semantic skeleton. 



In the semantic skeleton for the EN colour verbs in (3), a single condition is defined, i.e. [+BCT]. This 
suggests that non-BCTs tend to yield no verbs in EN, cf. *to beige, *to maroon, etc. 
According to an extensive internet research, I will finally show that systematic gaps linked to the 
causative/inchoative paradigm of -ízo derivatives are due to the semantics of the base rather than 

deficiencies in the base's morphophonological character. The lower the evolutional stage that a base can be 
fitted to, the more likely an -ízo derivative will be produced. 
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Lexicalization patterns in colour naming: the case of Modern Hindī 
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Since the 1960s, especially starting from Berlin & Kay’s study (1969), much attention has been paid to 

the categorization and development of colour terms cross-linguistically. As a consequence, thanks to 

the works of various scholars, we possess numerous investigations on colour terms of IE and non-IE 

languages. However it is rather surprising that no significant research has been conducted to 

investigate Indo-Aryan, but especially Hindī colours terms (that is Modern Standard Hindī). Starting 

from those that are considered Hindī basic colour terms, as comes to light from the few studies found 

in literature (cf. Caskey-Sirmons & Hickerson 1977: 362, 363; see also Berlin & Kay’s about basic 

colour terms of Urdū, the official language of Pakistan mutually intelligible with Hindī), the aim of 

this presentation is to draw attention to a topic that has remained so far relatively unexplored: the 

various “lexicalization patterns” that are used in Modern Hindī to define colours and in particular to 

convey different shades of meaning of basic colours. The analysis, grounded in a corpus-based 

research and on the most authoritative grammars (cf. Gurū 1978: 73; McGregor 1979) and dictionaries 

(cf. Śyāmasundardās (ed.) 1965-75; McGregor (ed.) 1993) of this language, is divided in two parts. In 

the first part, we will focus on the “metonymy”-type of Hindī colours lexicalization patterns, whereas 

in the second one the “approximation”-type mechanisms will be examined. As for the first part, we 

will have the opportunity to show that some Hindī colour terms are actually the result of derivation by 

means of the suffix -ī. The function of this suffix is exactly to realize the metonymic shift OBJECT 

COLOUR FOR COLOUR, as the suffix lead to the creation of a colour term starting from the noun of 

the object that is characterised by the very same colour [thus: Nentity + suffix]. As we will see, this 

lexicalization mechanism related to colour naming is not restricted, however, to fruits and vegetable 

(as in baiṃganī = “purple” from baiṃgan = “eggplant” + -ī, or gulābī = “pink” from gulāb = “rose” + 

-ī), because it is also adopted with other kind of entities (e.g. āsmānī = “azure, sky-blue” from āsmān 

= “the sky”). Another Hindī strategy to realize the metonymic shift OBJECT COLOUR FOR 

COLOUR is by way of the polysemous suffix –vālā. Even if this function of –vālā is apparently not 

mentioned in any Hindī grammar/dictionary, perhaps because used only in a more colloquial register 

of this language, it is possible to find, in our corpus, some few examples (e.g. Hindī ret vālā “sand 

(colour)”). In the second part of the analysis, data will be presented to show the two Hindī strategies to 

convey the “approximation”-type meaning as regards colour terms: by means of 1) the suffix –sā as in 

lāl-sā “reddish, red-like” from lāl = “red”, 2) the reduplication of the colour term, meant as the 

juxtaposition of the same repeated adjective concerned colours as in nilī-nilī ṭopī (F) = “bluish cap” 

from nilā = “blue”. According to some scholars (see, among others, Abbi: 1980: 95-98; Montaut 2009: 

32, 34-37), reduplication pattern is a typical feature of non-Indo-Aryan languages of India and 

therefore Modern Hindī probably maintains this characteristic resulting from linguistic contamination. 

The analysis, however, will not be meant to be a diachronic one. The goal, in fact, will be to identify 

peculiar mechanisms that may be significant in a cross linguistic analysis of colour lexicalization and 

to evaluate their productivity so that to understand how Modern Hindī can be categorized as regards 

lexicalization patterns in colour naming.  
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Productivity is a concept that is usually applied to derivational processes in morphology. A number of 

measures have been developed in order to quantify the productivity of affixes (cf., e.g., Baayen 2009). 

I will transfer the quantitative concepts of productivity into the domain of compounds, assuming that 

the productivity of simplex words as heads of compositional processes can be measured on the basis of 

large corpora in a way similar, yet not identical to derivational morphology. I will further show how 

productivity values reveal idiosyncratic differences between basic color words and between different 

semantic patterns that can be observed in the formation of color compounds. I will focus on the ten 

simplex words blau ‘blue’, braun ‘brown’, gelb ‘yellow’, grau ‘grey’, grün ‘green’, orange ‘orange’, 

rot ‘red’, schwarz ‘black’, violett ‘purple’, weiß ‘white’ and on three types of phenomena: 

(i) In German corpora with a size of around 5.000.000.000 running words, basic color words like rot 

‘red’, blau ‘blue’, and schwarz ‘black’ give rise to more than 1000 different compound lexemes each. 

However, applying different measures of productivity to the data reveals clear differences in 

productivity between basic color words.  For example, independently of the particular productivity 

measure, weiß ‘white’ is clearly less productive in morphological composition than schwarz ‘black’. I 

will use examples like these to discuss the different productivity measures. In contrast to productivity 

in derivational morphology, the head of a complex word in composition is a free morpheme and can 

occur by itself. If we take the frequency of the basic color word as a simplex into account, it can be 

shown that orange ‘orange’ and violett ‘purple’, which have rather low frequencies as simplex words, 

are comparatively productive in compound formation. 

(ii) The formation of color compounds in German is dominated by three different semantic patterns: 

color compounds that involve a comparison (e.g., saharagelb ‘sahara-yellow’, löwenzahngelb 

‘dandelion-yellow’), color-color-compounds (e.g., grünlichgelb ‘greenish-yellow’, rotblau ‘red-blue’), 

and (de)intensifying compounds (blassgelb ‘pale-yellow’, schrillgelb ‘shrill-yellow’). Listing the 

compounds of a particular basic color word according to their token frequency reveals that compounds 

of the three semantic types are differently distributed over the frequency spectrum. That is to say, each 

of these morpho-semantic patterns corresponds to a particular productivity pattern. 

(iii) Employing ten basic color words for the formation of binary color-color compounds yields 100 

compounds. The token frequencies between these compounds differ between zero and more than five 

thousand. While high frequencies for rotbraun ‘redbrown’ in contrast to violettorange ‘purple-orange’ 

might be explained on semantic grounds or by recurrence to world knowledge, it is less easy to explain 

the different frequencies of a compound compared to its reversal (blaugelb ‘blue-yellow’ vs. gelbblau 

‘yellow-blue’). Despite their presumed semantic similarity they almost systematically differ strongly 

in frequency; e.g., blaugelb occurs five times as often as gelbblau. 

I will try to explain the observed frequency distributions on semantic grounds. However, I will argue 

that some conspicuous frequency distributions of color compounds cannot be explained semantically 

but must recur to general principles of language processing, in particular to principles that force words 

in particular lexical domains to follow Zipfian and similar distributions. 
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In this paper, we address the use of derivational suffixes in colour naming in French and Occitan. 

While the use of primary (non-derived) terms is common in these languages, both have secondary 

colour terms derived from primary terms by way of suffixation, such as, for instance, the 

suffixes -astre in Occitan (verdastre “greenish”) and -âtre in French (verdâtre “greenish”), which 

carry an approximative meaning comparable to -ish in greenish.  

However, it is well-known that French, compared to other Romance languages, has a tendency to be 

very analytic, a trait that has led some authors to classify it as “more grammaticalized” on the whole 

than other Romance languages (cf. Lamiroy 2011, De Mulder & Lamiroy 2012). The question that 

arises then is will speakers of French and Occitan differ in morphological strategies used to express 

meaning in the semantic domain of colour? 

We compare the colour descriptions provided by speakers of French (N=20) and speakers of Occitan 

(N=20) (EoSS data, Majid et al. 2015 – Colour task, Majid & Levinson 2007), classifying all terms in 

primary (no affixation, simple term at least synchronically) and secondary (one or more affixes) colour 

terms. The results show striking differences between the two Romance languages in morphosyntactic 

strategies used to name colours. Speakers of Occitan employ extensively secondary colour terms using 

10 derivational suffixes, such as, for instance, –às (e.g. marronàs, jaunàs, verdàs), and –enc (e.g. 

jaunenc, rosenc, verdenc). In contrast, speakers of French tend to rely more often on syntactic 

strategies using adverbials such as assez “quite”, très “very”, plutôt “rather”, to nuance primary colour 

terms. The examples below illustrate quite well these contrasting strategies. We see the suffixes –enc 

and –astre in Occitan, both having an approximative meaning (examples 1 and 2).  

(Occitan) 
(1) jaune verdenc  

yellow green-ish 

“a greenish yellow” (EoSS_Oc_14_colournaming_66) 

 
(2) blau verd, blauastre  

blue green blue-ish 

“a blue green, bluish” (EoSS_Oc_07_colournaming_10) 

 

In French, we frequently find adverbial modifiers such as assez “quite” (example 3) or très “very” 

(example 4, with reduplication).  

 

(French)  
(3) bleu assez pâle  

blue quite light 

“a rather light blue” (EoSS_Fr_01_colournaming_15) 

 
(4) bleu très très pâle  

blue very very pale 

“a very very pale blue” (EoSS_Fr_20_colournaming_41) 
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By examining the use of linguistic strategies in French and Occitan to name various colours, with an 

approach combining qualitative and quantitative analyses, we provide a systematic account of the 

differences between the two languages with regards to the use of derivational vs syntactic processes in 

reference to particular colours and assess the shades of meaning conveyed by these processes.  
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This paper explores the lexicalization patterns and word-formation strategies that Basque speakers use 

to name colours in this language. Data come from 20 native speakers of Basque and were elicited 

using the colour elicitation task as part of the EoSS project at the Max Planck Institute for 

Psycholinguistics (Majid et al. 2015). After a brief introduction about the colour system in Basque 

(basic colours in Basque and the use of loan words (Larzabal 1975, Perurena 1992, Preciado 1992, 

2009, Txillardegi 1975), this paper analyses five main morphological devices for the description of 

colour terms: (i) the role of compounding. Basque tends to create noun+noun compounds where the 

two nouns correspond to two different colours, e.g. urdin berdea ‘blue green-abs’, (ii) the role of the 

metonymy OBJECT COLOUR FOR COLOUR as in azal kolorea (flesh colour.abs) ‘the colour of flesh’, 

(iii) the role of adjectival modifiers such as argi ‘light’ and ilun ‘dark’ to describe different colour 

hues, e.g. urdin argia ‘light blue’,  (iv) the use of reduplication as in urdin argi-argia ‘light-light 

blue’, and (v) the role of diminutive suffixes to describe an “approximated meaning”, e.g. the suffix -

ska/-xka ‘-ish’ as in horixka ‘yellowish’.  

Basque speakers extensively use these morphological devices in the colour elicitation task (full 

response only), but it is argued that these strategies respond to different goals. Strategies (i) and (ii) 

are used for “colour description”, i.e., those cases when the speaker clearly identifies the colour chip 

and finds the appropriate label to name it. Here, the speaker uses a single morph (gorri ‘red’), loan 

words (arroxa ‘pink’), compounds (berde urdin ‘green blue’), and metonymy-based labels (haragi 

kolorea ‘the colour of flesh’ to name the colour. Strategy (iii) is used for “hue modulation”, i.e., to 

modulate the hue colour, once the colour chip has been clearly identified (hori argia ‘light yellow’). 

Strategies (iv) and (v) are used for “identification with colour prototype”. That is, the speaker either 

identifies the colour chip as the best example of the focal colour (e.g., gorri-gorria ‘red-red’), or 

considers the colour chip just as an approximation, barely close to the focal colour (gorrixka ‘redish’). 

Strategy (iv) can also be used to describe different degrees of hue colour (hori argi-argia ‘very light 

yellow’) which are equivalent to the use of quantifiers such as oso ‘very’ (horia oso argia ‘yellow, 

very light’). 
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This paper investigates different formation patterns within the Welsh colour spectrum and their 

productivity. Apart from the traditional set of single-word entities for basic colour terms such as coch 

‘red’, gwyn ‘white’ or du ‘black’ (cf. Lazar-Meyn 1991), diachronically one comes across a variety of 

compound terms for colours in Welsh (as in cochddu ‘brownish’ , llwydfelyn ‘yellowish–grey’ or 

gwyngochliw ‘of reddish-white colour’) (cf. Zimmer 2000, Stanulewicz 2003) and colour terms with 
adjectival endings suffixed to them (glas ‘blue’ vs glasol). Thus, on the one hand, the present study 

focuses on the structure of compounded expressions, mutation rules at play and the possible 

reordering of elements within given compounds. An attempt is made at addressing the question 

whether the order of elements within a compound affects its meaning and usage (as in gwynlas vs 

glaswyn where glas ‘blue’ and gwyn ‘white’). On the other hand, however, the paper hopes to test the 

hypothesis that in the Welsh language it is the distinction between the literal and figurative meaning 

that can shape the structure of a compounded colour term and,- in the case of uncompounded colour 

terms - explain the choice of suffixed adjectival endings. Moreover, special attention is paid to the 

linguistic make-up of relatively recent colour terms in Welsh (such as pinc ‘pink’, oren ‘orange’, 

wmber crai ‘raw umber’) (Williams 1973, Evans 1981).  
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Danish visual semantics is, like other European languages, hue-based in its orientation, but with as 

focus on “brightness” embodied in its grammar, lexicon and discourse. There are three modificational 

grammatical devices in Danish based on lys “light”: lys-, lyse-, and lys, for instance: lyselilla, lys lilla, 

lyslilla, all of which can roughly translated as “bright purple” in English. What do these modifiers 

mean? And why are there three such devices in Danish?  

 

The discussion of lyse- lys- and lys in linguistic semantics, is framed within a general framework of 

“luminosity”, a keyword in contemporary Danish cultural anthropology. Drawing on insights from 

linguistic anthropology (Bille), and visual semantic studies (Wierzbicka 2006, 2008, 2014, Goddard 

& Wierzbicka 2013; Aragón, 2013, in press; Levisen, Sippola & Aragón, in press) and historical 

semantic studies of brightness (Biggam 2012, Jones 2013), the paper seeks to revitalize the non-hue 

based visual agenda in colour studies. With an in-depth case study of Danish, and with contrastive 

reference to Swedish, German and English, the study explores how rød ‘red’, blå ‘blue’ and grøn 

‘green’ appear to provide special cases within the Danish visual system of “brightness”.   

 

The paper takes a two-pronged approach, using EoSS data (the Danish database), and an interpretative 

analysis guided by the natural semantic metalanguage (NSM) approach to visual semantic analysis. 

Based on the EoSS results, the paper argues that terms such as “bright”,“light”, “luminous” need to be 

deconstructed, given their intranslatability and instability across even closely related languages. Also, 

the supposed dualistic relationship between “brightness” and “darkness” in language is also critically 

examined based on the data. The study confirms Sapir’s old dictum that “all grammars leak”, showing 

the details of how the Danish morphosyntax of “brightness” both operates as a systems, and defies the 

system. 

 

The paper concludes that Danish is indeed a “brightness”-focused language, and that the different 

morphosyntactic options lys, lys-, and lyse- provide Danish speakers with an intricate semantic-

conceptual grid of meanings, all of which are configured around the concept of lys ‘light, brightness’. 

Further, it is concluded that modern Danish lyserød, despite its surface form, is not (or no longer) a 

brightness-based concept. By contrast, lyseblå and lysegrøn, have developed into “hyper-brightness” 

terms, with sunlit natural scenarios as semantic prototypes.  
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Recent typological studies on sign languages of the Deaf have made important contributions to our 

understanding of color naming strategies in human communication. As discussed in de Vos & Pfau 

(2014), sign languages of small village communities (whose emergence is usually related to a high 

incidence of deafness) differ from those used in urban areas by having a limited lexical set in the 

domain of color. Adamorobe Sign Language (Nyst 2007), Ban Khor Sign Language (Nonaka 2004), 

Providence Island Sign Language (Woodward 1989) have only three color names (BLACK, WHITE 

and RED), whereas the color vocabulary of Inuit Sign Language (Schuit 2014) is limited to two signs: 

RED and BLACK. Other colors are referred to by pointing at an appropriate object. The situation 

looks very different in most urban sign languages, whose color vocabularies generally reflect those of 

spoken languages that surround them. 

The aim of this paper is to discuss and exemplify color naming strategies observed in Polish Sign 

Language (polski język migowy, PJM) and to present detailed data on the frequency of use of color-

related vocabulary in the PJM corpus. PJM is a natural visual-spatial language used by the Deaf 

community in Poland. It emerged around 1817, with the foundation of the first school for the deaf in 

Poland. The present study derives from a large-scale research project aimed at documenting PJM 

through the compilation of an extensive and representative corpus of annotated video material 

showing Deaf people using their language in a variety of different contexts. Recording sessions 

always involve two signers and a Deaf moderator. The procedure of data collection is based on a list 

of tasks to be performed by the two informants. Typically, the signers are asked to react to certain 

visual stimuli, e.g. by describing a scene, naming an object, (re-)telling a story, or explaining 

something to their partner. The elicitation materials include pictures, videos, graphs, comic strips etc. 

The raw material obtained in the recording sessions is further tokenized, lemmatized, annotated, 

glossed and translated using the iLex software. 

For the purposes of the present paper, we have analyzed signed utterances produced by 44 corpus 

informants. We have scanned this sub-corpus for color-related terminology, calculating the number of 

occurrences of each lexical item. This inspection of corpus data showed that the eleven basic color 

categories listed by Berlin & Kay (1969) (white, black, red, green, yellow, blue, brown, purple, pink, 

orange, grey) have all been lexicalized in PJM. In the sample we have analyzed, they were used 972 

times. Other color-related terms found in the data were limited to LILAC, SILVER and GOLDEN (24 

occurrences in total). Color signs were often accompanied by the signs DARK and LIGHT (forming 

phrases such as RED DARK, RED LIGHT). The most frequent color terms are: WHITE (195 tokens), 

RED (164 tokens) and BLACK (131 tokens). These findings support the universal patterns described 

by Berlin & Kay (1969). Our paper discusses the corpus frequency data in detail and provides 

examples of how PJM color terms are used. 

Having compiled the list of all color terms attested in the corpus of present-day PJM, we compared it 

to the earliest known linguistic description of the lexicon of PJM (Hollak & Jagodziński 1879). 

Although Hollak & Jagodziński’s remarks concerning articulatory nuances are often imprecise, our 

examination shows that only four PJM color signs (BLACK, BLUE, YELLOW, GOLDEN) have not 

changed since 1879. Three more signs (WHITE, RED, GREEN) have been modified with respect to 

one articulatory feature but are still clearly related to their 19th-century predecessors. The remaining 

color signs are later additions. 
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How closely related languages construe meaning in the semantic domain of colour? Slavic languages 

have a relatively rich inventory of derivational affixes that allow to derive adjectives (as well as 

nouns) from nominals. Besides, they also use compounding as a word-formation process to construe 

complex adjectives, including adjectives for colours. Do speakers of Slavic languages rely on these 

word-formation processes to the same extent or do they vary in the way they use them to describe 

similar stimuli of colours? To investigate this question we explore data from Croatian, Czech and 

Polish that we collected using the visual material designed at the Max Planck Institute for a cross-

linguistic project Evolution of Semantic Systems (Majid & Levinson (2007); Majid, Jordan & Dunn 

(2015)). In particular, we examine which types of meanings of colour terms are conveyed via 

derivation (suffixation) or compounding, as the two most pervasive word-formation processes, in the 

three Slavic languages.  

Derivation is utilized in the three languages but there are cross-linguistic differences in the use of 

derivational suffixes in the colour domain.  In Croatian, for example, the suffix -ast means ‘N-like’, 

such as in naranč-ast ‘orange-like’, whereas the suffix -kast has an approximative meaning, such as in 

zelen-kast ‘greenish’. In Croatian, the suffix -ast is regularly used to form colour terms from nouns 

referring to objects, i.e. the ‘N-like’ meaning. The same pattern of semantic differentiation between 

two types of suffixes can be identified in Polish as well. Polish has the suffix -ow to realize colour 

terms via nouns referring to objects, i.e. the ‘N-like meaning, and its use is even more productive than 

the use of the Croatian suffix. In Polish, it can be added to nouns referring to different types of entities 

including fruits, vegetables and animate species (e.g. łososiowy ‘salmon-like’), whereas in Croatian 

the use of the suffix -ast is restricted to fruits and vegetables. Moreover, Polish has the suffix -aw/-aw 

(e.g. zielonk-aw-y ‘greenish’), which has an approximative meaning. Czech has the suffix -ov that 

corresponds to both the Croatian -ast and the Polish -ow suffixes, realizing the ‘N-like’ meaning. As 

in Polish, Czech -ov suffix can be added to nouns which refer to various things with a typical colour 

(e.g. petrolej-ov-ý ‘kerosene-like’). However, Czech has no corresponding suffix for the 

approximative meaning and therefore has to resort to other grammatical devices like prepositional 

phrases to convey similar meaning (e.g. do modra ‘bluish’). 

For the formation of compounds in colour naming different types of modifiers are used. Modifiers 

differ with respect to part-of-speech and semantic content. They are mostly adverbs, such as Croatian 

tamno ‘dark’ and svijetlo ‘light’ (světle in Czech) or can be adjectives that form compounds, such as 

Croatian zeleno-plava ‘blue-green’ Czech oranžovohnědá ‘orange-brown’ or Polish morsko-niebieski 

‘marine-blue’. Adverbs that are used as modifiers mostly refer to hue, and sometimes to brightness as 

well (e.g. Cro. zagasito ‘dull’ and jarko, žarko ‘bright’). Adjectives used as modifiers form compound 

colour terms that could be characterized as headless compounds (e.g. Cro. zeleno-plava ‘blue-green’) 

and that may switch position. According to the Croatian EOSS data, zeleno-plava ‘blue-green’ and 

plavo-zelena ‘green-blue’are used to name the same colour shade.  

Preliminary analyses show that derivation and compounding are not used in the given three languages 

with similar regularity and productivity. While the two word-formation processes are available in the 

three languages, Polish relies more often on derivational suffixes to form meaning in this domain of 

expression whereas Croatian and Czech rely more often on compounding strategies (e.g. zelenohnědá 

‘green-brown’ is preferred to olivová ‘olive-like’ as a name for the same colour in Czech). 
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Korean has arguably one of the richest inventories of color terms across languages. Lexicographers list a large 
number of terms expressing colors across nominal, adjectival and adverbial categories. For instance, Park (1989) 
lists 362 adjectives that describe colors and hues, and Nam (1992) lists 41 nouns that denote color names. 
In the nominal category of 41 terms, in addition to seven native terms for five focal colors (i.e. black, white, 
yellow, red, and grue (green/blue)), the two dominant naming strategies are (i) compounding involving an object 

name and a noun pich ‘light’ (e.g. kum-pich ‘gold-color’) and (ii) borrowing from foreign languages (e.g. tahong 
‘crimson red’ from Chinese and pola ‘purple’ from Mongolian).  
A far more intriguing state of affairs is observed with respect to adjectival and adverbial categories. In 
lexicalizing colors and hues in these categories, diverse strategies are recruited. Sound symbolism is the most 
determinative factor, one of the widespread constraints of vowel harmony in word formation in general, often 
invoking the notion of ‘positive’ vowels (a, o, æ, and diphthongs involving them) and ‘negative’ vowels (ə, e, u, 

and diphthongs involving them). As a general principle, positive vowels are associated with describing small, 
delicate, and bright objects, whereas negative vowels, with big, crude, and dark objects. Sound symbolism also 
makes the tense vs. non-tense distinction among consonants, the former representing stronger force (Koo 2007). 
Sound symbolisms operative in color naming may be summarized in brief as follows:  
 
(a) positive vowels for bright hue vs. negative vowels for darker hue  

 e.g. norat- ‘bright yellow’ vs. nurət- ‘dark yellow’ 
(b) tense consonants for stronger hue vs. non-tense consonant for weaker hue 
 e.g. ppalgat- ‘red’ vs. balgat ‘redish’ 
 e.g. gəm- ‘black’ vs. kkəm- ‘dark black’ 
(c) prefixation of intensifiers sæ-, sæt-, si- and sæt- for darker, stronger hue 
 e.g. parat- ‘grue (blue/green)’ vs. sætparat- ‘strongly grue’ 

(d) phonetic extension to invoke the sense of extended surface or subdued hue by way of suffixing - ʉkkeha-, 
ʉreha-, ʉsrʉmha-, -ʉkkʉrʉmha-, -ʉmureha-, -ʉkkumureha-, etc. 
 e.g. norat- ‘bright yellow’ vs. norʉkkeha- ‘slightly yellowish’ 
(e) reduplicative suffixation to invoke the sense of extended surface, uneven distribution, spotty hue, and 
evaluation of pleasurability by way of suffixing -ʉsuksukha-, -ʉjapjapha-/-ʉjəpjəpha-, -ʉjokjokha-/-ʉjukjukha-/-
ʉjəkjəkha-, -ʉchikchikha-/-ʉchukchukha-/-ʉchʉkchʉkha-, -ʉchungchungha-, -ʉdedeha-/-ʉdædæha-, -

ʉthwethweha-/-ʉthwithwiha-, -ʉdengdengha-/ʉdingdingha-/-ʉdungdungha-/ʉthungthungha-, etc.  
It is noteworthy that some of the suffixes are sound-onomatopoeic, suggesting that extended color distribution is 
similarly conceived of as sound ringing out in the air.  
 e.g. gəm- ‘black’ vs. gəmujukjukha- ‘unevenly, unpleasingly black’ 
(f) discontinuous reduplicative suffixation for similar effect in (e) by suffixing -ʉt-ʉtha-, -sung-sungha-, -jək-
jəkha-, -sil-silha-, etc. 

 e.g. kkam- ‘strongly black’ vs. kkamutkkamutha- ‘spotty black here and there’ 
 
An investigation into the color naming patterns in Korean reveals an iconic relationship between the perceived 
state of affairs in the world and the linguistic forms in intricate application of elaborate sound symbolism, which 
also suggests visual-auditory synesthesia in color perception. Since the sound symbolism has such a robust 
representation in the minds of the native speakers, when new color terms are encountered, they can correctly 

conceive of the colors and hues denoted by the novel expressions without trouble. Color term formation is a 
productive derivational process which borders on, and sometimes blends into, other related perceptual domains 
such as auditory perception, distance perception, opacity perception, value judgment, etc. Equipped with such a 
rich derivation system, Korean has a paradigm of extraordinarily fine-grained color terms that defy faithful 
translation into other languages. The lexicalization pattern of color terms in Korean is a cross -linguistically 
unique idiosyncratic feature in terms of its productivity and far-reaching effects across morphological 

categories. 
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In the paper1, we will examine the peculiarities of the colour terms in Ossetic, the affixes used with 

the colour terms and the main patterns to describe colour in modern standard Ossetic. The study is 

based on the data from Ossetic National Corpus (ONC, http://corpus.ossetic-studies.org/), Ossetic 

Oral Corpus (http://ossetic-studies.org/en/texts) and our field data collected in North Ossetic, Russia. 

From the morphological point of view Ossetic distinguishes basic colours, derivational colours and 

compounds. A basic colour term consists of one word without affixes which expresses only colour. 

There are 6 basic colours in Ossetic: šaw ‘black’, urš ‘white’, šǝrx ‘red’, bur ‘yellow’, c’ɜx ‘green, 

blue, grey’, morɜ ‘brown’.  

There are different models to form derivational colour terms. The general one is the suffix -xwǝž 

‘colour’ used with an object. The most frequent colour terms formed after this pattern are kɜrdɜgxwǝž 

(lit. grass colour) ‘green, blue’ (close to c’ɜx) and ɜrvxwǝž (lit. sky colour) ‘blue’. The suffix -xwǝž 

grammaticalized from the word xwǝž ‘colour’, ‘appearance, look’. It can be used with objects of 

different semantic types: body (bwar-xwǝž (body-colour) close to pink and violet, EOSS’s chips 5, 33, 

40, 51, 77); articles of domestic utility: černilɜ-xwǝž (ink-colour) close to violet and blue, EOSS,s 

chips 3, 77, 79, 80, 81; names of flowers: wardi-xwǝž (rose-colour) etc. More abstract is the use of the 

object ‘earth’ in this pattern: žɜxx-xwǝž (earth-colour) close to brown and green-blue (EOSS’s chips 

36, 44, 55). The suffix can be employed with “colour attributes”, e.g. ird ‘bright’, ‘shining’ — 

irdxwǝž close to pink (EOSS’s chip 38). -xwǝž can also be attached to abstract nouns to form 

attributes; the meaning of the suffix in this case is ‘appearance, look’; the derivate sometimes 

undergoes a metonymic shift, e.g. rǝnčǝn-xwǝž (sick-colour) ‘(someone) with an unhealthy 

appearance’, xɜrž-xwǝž (good-colour) ‘fat, well-fed’. 

The general grammatical difference between the basic colours and the derivates in -xwǝž  is the 

inability of the derivational colours to employ most of the morphological markers used with the basic 

colours.  

Colour compounds are basically derived by the combination of a basic colour as a second component 

and the first component which can be an object (ɜrv-c’ɜx (sky-green.blue) ‘blue’, EOSS’s chips 2 and 

10), a colour modifier ird-c’ɜx (bright-green.blue) ‘light blue’, chips 18, 78, 81) or another basic 

colour (bur-bǝn-sǝrx (yellow-SUF-red) ‘orange’). There are also some other patters to form 

compound colour terms in Ossetic. 

Ossetic possesses at least five different affixes which are mainly used to mark different degrees of 

saturation and brightness. There are two markers for intensive degree and three diminutive suffixes.  

Intensive affixes: 

a) The prefix šɜnt- is used with colour terms to convey high saturation of the colour or ‘absolute’ 

colour without any admixture, e.g. šɜnt-sǝrx ‘very red’, šɜnt-urš ‘absolutely white’. According to our 

corpora data, it can be used only with the basic colours except morɜ ‘brown’. šɜnt- is also employed 

with other adjectives, cf.: šɜnt-xuš k’aliw ‘absolutely dry limb’. 

b) The suffix -id attached to the second component of the reduplicated basic colour term expresses the 

same meaning as the prefix šɜnt-, e.g. šǝrx-šǝrx-id ‘very red’, šaw-šaw-id ‘very/absolutely black’. It 

can not be used with any kind of compound colours. The only basic colour which is not used in this 

pattern in morɜ ‘brown’. 

 

Diminutive suffixes: 
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a) The suffix bǝn- which can be used only with basic colours: urš-bǝn ‘whitish’, ‘grey’. It can also be 

employed with colour modifiers: tar-bǝn (dark-SUF) ‘darkish’. The suffix can be used with other 

qualitative attributes (conveying ‘the weaker quality’) and nouns (forming an attribute): wǝmɜl ‘wet’, 

‘damp’ — wǝmɜl-bǝn ‘dampish’; xwǝr-bǝn (gravel-SUF) ‘stony’. 

b) The suffix -gomaw is used with the basic colours as well as with the compounds with -xwǝž. e.g. 

šaw-gomaw ‘blackish’, ɜrvxwǝž-gomaw ‘bluish’. The suffix can be employed with other qualitative 

attributes: lɜmɜɣ-gomaw (weak-DIM) ‘weakish’.  

c) The suffix -gond is used with basic colour, e.g. šǝrx-gond ‘reddish’ (lit. ‘close to red’). The suffix -

gond is derived from the past stem of the verb kɜnǝn ‘to do’. It can be used with nouns to mark the 

nouns of action (xwǝm-gɜnd field-do.PST ‘ploughed field’) or the similarity with the object (xǝž-gond 

net-do.PST ‘lace’ (something similar to a net). 

 

In the paper, we will examine the Ossetic colour system in the framework of the typology of colour 

terms, highlighting its peculiar features. 
 


